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Thanks for the update and the help.  You are right that we may have a problem with separating MLK and JFK 

staffers.  I know a lawyer in Vermont (Wendy Collins) who was an MLK staffer for about one year.  She offered 

to review the list Kevin Walsh gave us and to cross out the MLK people, but she is not very dependable about 

this sort of thing and still has not responded to two requests from me to do this.  However, anything is 

possible and I may hear from her yet.  If I don't we'll need to find another way, maybe through the Meagher 

Index.To:	Anne Buttimer/ARRBcc:	 From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	06/30/95 04:17:40 

PMSubject:	HSCA staffersI'm going out to Archives II on Monday to continue working on the above matter.  It 

turns out that the bulk of the HSCA's administrative records are out at College Park, as opposed to downtown 

(where I did manage to get this week).  Downtown (Archives I) has three hollinger boxes of "Staff Payroll 

Records" which contain an individual file for each staffer containing (in most instances) only the House of 

Representatives Payroll authorization form for that person.  The only relevant information on this form for our 

purposes is the Social Security number.  Occasionally, these folders would also have a resume, but not 

generally.  I didn't have time to look at each individual folder during my relatively brief visit to Archives I this 

week, but  I will go back and do that if I don't find the information we need in more concentrated form out at 

Archives II.I did come across some random payroll spread sheets for the entire Committee at Archives I, and I 

presume I'll find more of these at Archives II.  One problem I anticipate, though, is that there is no 

differentiation on such Committee payroll documents between those who were working on the JFK Task Force 

and those who were working on the MLK Task Force.  In the end, we may just have to cross-reference the 

payroll records against lists like the one Kevin Walsh gave us or the list of JFK staffers found on pages 306-307 

of the Meagher Master Index to the JFK Assassination.I'll keep you posted. 
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